Abstract: Generation maintenance scheduling (GMS) is one of the most important scheduling problems in the restructured power systems. The maintenance time interval of generation units is the crucial factor of GMS for an operation lifespan of generation units, particularly within the smart grid which needs high reliability. Accordingly, this study proposes a multi-objective-GMS (MO-GMS) optimisation model for maintenance scheduling of generation units based on the global criterion approach, adopting a suitable compromise function. The proposed MO-GMS model determines the maintenance intervals, aims to maximise both the generation company's (GenCo's) financial returns from selling electricity and the system reserve at every time interval from the independent system operator (ISO) standpoint. This method searches the optimal maintenance weeks for each generation unit, considering the objectives of both GenCo and ISO, simultaneously. The proposed MO-GMS model is formulated as a mixed-integer non-linear programming problem and examined on the IEEE 24-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems. The success of the proposed multi-objective model is validated by comparing the obtained results with intelligent optimisation algorithms.
Nomenclature

Sets
W total number of weeks in a year G total number of generation units H w total hours of a week
Indices w index of weeks g index of generation units
Variables and parameters
OF SR
objective function of system reserve OF GU objective function of generation units R w system reserve in week w r g, w system reserve of gth generation unit in week w L w predicted load of week w δ g, w binary indicator of unit g in week w p g max capacity of unit g (MW) p g, w generated power of unit g in week w (MW) π g, w total annualised revenue of unit g in week w ($) 
Introduction
Generation maintenance scheduling (GMS) is one of the viable solutions in the restructuring of power systems, increasing the efficiency of the electric utility, and decreasing the operational costs. Maintenance of generation units is an important factor in increasing the performance and useful lifespan of generation units in such a way that reliable operation of such generation units depends heavily on maintenance services. Therefore, each generation unit needs a specific period for maintenance. This factor has an important effect on economic dispatch and unit commitment problems. From the perspective of the power system, GMS searches the optimal solution for maximising the reliability of the power system in load supply, while generation companies (GenCos) try to maximise their financial returns. The detailed description of GMS problems in restructured power systems has been presented in [1] . Also, future power systems (i.e. smart grids) are designed to have higher reliability and lower costs [2] . Moreover, improving the reliability of traditional power systems is a critical factor in the modernisation of networks [2, 3] . This could be achieved using a suitable scheduling plan which can prevent unexpected failures and units' depreciation.
In the restructured power system, GenCos try to maximise their own financial returns, while the independent system operator (ISO) is in charge of system reliability. Regarding this, in the time intervals that some units are out of service because of the maintenance period, system reserve will be decreased somewhat, therefore, ISO tries to optimise the maintenance scheduling by maximising system reserve as much as possible subject to the operational and economic constraints.
Nowadays, in the deregulated environment, the aims of the network operator and GenCo are different in GMS problems in such a way that GenCos try to put their maintenance service on the weeks with low-price electricity. On the other hand, due to the importance of system reserve for reliability and stability of the power system, all units cannot put their maintenance service in the weeks with lower electricity price. Consequently, the maintenance time interval of different units should be scheduled over a specific horizon. In the following, the important objectives, methods, models, and results investigated by the literatures are reviewed, and the key distinguishing features of this paper are addressed. In this regard, the literatures review of this study divided into four important categories, namely: (a) objectives, (b) models, (c) techniques, and (d) viewpoints.
(a) Objectives: The GMS problem is a well-researched topic. In this regard, different objectives have been considered by researchers in GMS problems. A new midterm GMS problem based on the decision tree and mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model considering the lifespan of thermal generation units has been propounded in [4] . This work has provided a profit analysis with the objective of the time interval of consecutive maintenance tasks optimisation in term of failure rate which determines the maintenance scheduling window. In [5] , the generation and transmission maintenance scheduling programs have been propounded which take into account the security constraints of unit commitment. In that study, relaxation technique has been implemented to decompose the program into subproblems. Also, maintenance scheduling of generation units has been coordinated in [6] , considering the reliability of the system. The authors adapted the relaxation induce algorithm to solve the MILP model. Due to the effect of forecast errors and generation and line outages on scheduling problems, the authors in [7] have proposed a stochastic model for coordination of long-term generation and transmission hourly maintenance mechanism subject to the short-term security constraints of unit commitment, using the Monte Carlo simulation with the aim of cost minimisation. Furthermore, minimisation of operation cost has been investigated in a GMS problem using differential evolution algorithm in [8] . In [9] , a new model for the GMS problem in order to minimise risks in the presence of reward/penalty schemes is suggested. In [10] , the travel effort of employees has been considered as an objective function of transmission lines maintenance scheduling problem. A new risk-based scheduling criterion, considering the generation units' unexpected failures, has been proposed in [11] . Proposed approach estimates the failure of units using reliability theory methods which have been introduced in [12] . In [13] , an optimisation framework for simultaneous scheduling of operation conditions and maintenance intervals is presented, considering the aging of power plants in long-term with the aim of profit maximisation. (b) Models: Due to the importance of GMS, different models have been proposed by the researchers. In this way, a mathematical program based on the equilibrium approach has been developed by the authors of [14] for generation maintenance mechanism. A new non-linear model for cascaded hydro-power generation and preventive maintenance scheduling is proposed by Guedes et al. [15] , considering the water flow balance. The authors of [16] have utilised a mixed-integer program for system reserve evaluation based on unit responsibility criteria. The mmpact of the cost reduction index on the maintenance scheduling has been investigated in a cost-based approach, introduced by authors of [17] . A new method known as a clonal selection approach has been used in [18] for GMS optimisation based on the artificial immune system technique which uses the weekly load profile. A reliability criterion modified GMS model including modified maintenance window constraints is presented in [19] . In [20] , an efficient optimisation framework based on the mathematical programming for the simultaneous planning of generation and maintenance of large-scale power system is proposed. (c) Techniques: Different tools and methods have been used in the literatures for the GMS problem. The authors of [21] have used the game-theoretic approach to solve the GMS problem. In [22] , the GMS problem is simultaneously solved in both short-term and mid-term planning horizons in which the uncertainties in load and production cost factors are modelled based on the fuzzy logic method. The authors of [23] have employed a combinatory approach based on simulated annealing (SA) and particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithms to minimise load losses probability in a stochastic optimal generation mechanism. Also, the SA algorithm is utilised in [24] for the GMS problem with the aim of power generation cost minimisation. The authors of [25] have offered a coordinated stochastic and deterministic approach using the PSO method for maintenance scheduling with the aims of loss of load probability minimisation and annual reserve rate optimisation. In [26] , a hybrid PSO-based genetic algorithm (GA) and a hybrid PSO-based shuffled frog leaping algorithm for solving long-term GMS problems are developed. A novel version of SA algorithm is applied in [27] so as to solve the mixed-integer maintenance programming. Generating an optimal maintenance scheduling using discrete integer cuckoo search optimisation algorithm which aimed to maximise and evenly distribute the reserve power across the weeks of the year, considering the security-constraints, is accomplished in [28] . (d) Viewpoints: As stated, the GMS problem has the special advantages for ISO and GenCo. Regarding this, the GMS problem has been solved in different studies from different perspectives. In [29] , the authors have utilised SA and ant colony optimisation (ACO) algorithms to solve the GMS problem in a unit commitment model, in which the problem is optimised from the viewpoint of GenCo. The authors proposed a novel MILP model for this study. The authors of [30] have formulated the generation mechanism from the distribution system operator viewpoint which searches the optimal solution with consideration for network reliability. A new competitive mechanism for maintenance scheduling is proposed in [31] from GenCo's return maximisation perspective, while system reserve is maximised as much as possible. In [32] , goals of ISO and GenCo are considered in a long-term maintenance scheduling model, adapting the Cournot-Nash equilibrium, characterising the decision-making approach of each GenCo individually, in a shortterm time horizon. This study used random inputs as the scenario in the stochastic program to model the objective of GenCo. In [33] , a novel multi-objective model is presented to maximise the reserve and minimise the production cost (exclusively fuel cost). In that study, the multi-objective SA optimisation algorithm is adopted to obtain the non-dominated solutions.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, no research has provided a comprehensive multi-objective model for the GMS problem. This paper proposes a multi-objective-GMS (MO-GMS) optimisation model based on the global criterion approach, considering the relevant constraints of load balance, maintenance time intervals of units, and other essential constraints of units. This method considers both system reliability and financial returns of generation part, simultaneously. The aim is to optimally schedule the GMS problem subject to the different perspectives so as to find the best borderline solution for the maintenance mechanism that results in the optimal selection of the generation units' maintenance time intervals. Each generation unit has a maintenance period, in which ISO tries to define this duration in a time horizon with the aims of maximising weekly reserve of the system. On the other hand, GenCos try to maximise their annual returns. Some of the highlighting features of the proposed study are
• A multi-objective model is proposed for the GMS problem based on the global criterion method.
• The perspectives of both GenCo and ISO are considered in a mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) model, simultaneously.
• In comparison with the other GMS studies, the system reserve is within an acceptable range and the ISO does not ask for the maintenance rescheduling.
• Different cases in order to evaluate the proposed MO-GMS are investigated.
• The effectiveness of the proposed MO-GMS model is validated by comparing the obtained results by general algebraic modelling system (GAMS) and those obtained by heuristic optimisation algorithms, including ABC algorithm [34] , GA [35] , PSO algorithm [36] , and improved PSO (IPSO) algorithm [37] .
The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. The mathematical formulation of the proposed method is given in Section 2. Section 3 gives the description of the global criterion approach. The numerical results obtained from the implementation of the proposed model on IEEE 24-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
MO-GMS problem formulation
In this section, objective functions of GenCo, ISO, and related constraints are outlined.
System reserve objective function
The objective of ISO is to find the optimal solution for weekly reserve so as to increase the reliability of the system as much as possible by finding the optimal weeks for maintenance of each unit. The problem is formulated as a MINLP problem which considers essential constraints [38] . In this paper, the binary parameter (i.e. δ g, w ) has been adapted to show definitive parameters of the maintenance problem (maintenance time interval for each unit). This parameter shows the maintenance state of unit g in week w. For example, when this variable is 1, the unit g in week w is out of service because of maintenance service and 0 otherwise. The system reserve objective function is expressed as follows:
where R w represents the network reserve in week w and is obtained as follows:
where r g, w is the reserve of each unit and is expressed as follows:
In this paper, minimum reserve of 15% is considered for system R w ≥ 15% (4)
Generation units' objective function
GenCos are seeking to maximise their returns, which is defined as the difference between production cost and revenue from selling electricity. In this regard, due to the variation of market price during a year, every GenCo tries to produce power in high-price weeks and put the maintenance in low-price weeks. Therefore, the optimal solution from the perspective of GenCo is weeks with a low market price. The generation units' objective function is formulated as follows:
where π g, w and F g, w (p g, w ) represent total annualised revenue and second-order polynomial cost function of generator units, respectively [39] . Whereas MC g denotes the fixed and variable maintenance cost of the generation units [1] . These costs are formulated as follows:
In (6) and (7), H w is the total hours of a week which equals to 168, whereas FC g M shows the fixed maintenance cost ($/kW/year) of 
Equality and inequality constraints
The goal of this study is to optimise the values of two objective functions for the GMS problem, namely, maximising weekly reserve of the system and maximising the GenCos' return from selling electricity, while satisfying equality and inequality constraints of the system. The objective functions of GMS model are subjected to the following constraints:
where (9) shows the power of generation unit g in week w which is in the maintenance period, whereas (10) denotes to the total power of generation units under maintenance service in week w. Also, (11) shows the required maintenance duration of unit g, whereas (12) shows the load balance constraint. Furthermore, (13) denotes the consecutive outage of weeks for each generation unit. Finally, (14) and (15) show the capacity and minimum power of generation units.
Global criterion approach
In this study, the global criterion method is adopted to solve the MO-GMS problem from the perspectives of both GenCo and ISO, simultaneously. In comparison with the other multi-objective optimisation techniques, the main advantages of this approach are its simplicity and effectiveness because it does not require the Pareto ranking procedure [40] . The concept of compromise solution of a typical optimisation problem is depicted in Fig. 1 . The global criterion method solves the problem by adapting a suitable compromise function (CF i ) among problem functions ( f i ). This approach is used to solve the MO-GMS problem, considering all objective functions, which finds the best compromise solution. In this paper, the global criterion approach searches the weeks with lower return for generation units, specifies the maintenance in such intervals, and provides the minimum reserve which is needed each week. In a multi-objective problem, at first, the global criterion method finds the compromise function among all functions. Then, the sum of the obtained compromise solutions is obtained in a comprehensive function as follows:
where the CF i is obtained by (17 
Adapting the global criterion method for MO-GMS problem
As mentioned, the objectives of both ISO and GenCo are maximisation problems. Consequently, a new approach based on the global criterion method is adapted which is expressed as follows:
The objectives of GenCo and ISO can be written as follows: 
It should be noted that the objectives of GenCo and ISO are separately optimised as shown in (20) . Maximising the MO gives the best borderline solution for OF SR and OF GU .
Simulation results
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed MO-GMS model, two case studies are examined. IEEE 24-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems are tested.
IEEE 24-bus system
This system consists of 32 generation units. The characteristics of these units are tabulated in Table 1 . The proposed MO-GMS problem which is a MINLP model is implemented in GAMS optimisation package environment [41] , and is solved by DICOPT [42] solver. It is assumed that the weekly load profile and weekly electricity price vary with patterns given in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. At the following, the results obtained by implementing the proposed MO-GMS model are presented. The problem is examined in three cases, namely: Case I: from the perspective of ISO, Case II: from the perspective of GenCo, Case III: from the perspectives of both ISO and GenCo in a multi-objective problem, simultaneously. At the following, for the sake of comparison, the results obtained in different cases are compared. It is worth noting that due to the excessive results of this work, in some figures, some generation units are randomly selected.
Case I: system reserve maximisation:
In this case, the ISO objective is maximised. The weekly reserve for a year-horizon is depicted in Fig. 4 . In this solution, the minimum reserve of the system is equal to 40.20%, which is in week 51, whereas the annual return of GenCos is $416,099,170.83. The other weeks of the year, have more system reserve. In other words, these weeks have more reliability and less load outage probability. The weekly scheduling of 24-th generation unit in providing the weekly reserve of the system is depicted in Fig. 5 . It is worth noting that 24-th generation unit is randomly selected for these three cases to show its share in providing the system reserve. Besides, the total weekly number of generation units that are out of service because of maintenance period are depicted in Fig. 6 . As it is observed from this figure, in weeks 47-52, none of the generation units are under maintenance service for this case. Also, the total power of generation units in providing system reserve is depicted in Fig. 7. 
Case II: GenCo's return maximisation:
In this case, GenCos' annual return is maximised, considering the minimum required reserve of the system. As shown in Fig. 4 , minimum weekly reserve of the system for this case is equal to 15.10%, which is in week 35. Also, the GenCos' annual return is $417,508,737.35. The decrease in system reserve in comparison to Case I is because of only consideration of GenCos' return. In other words, in this case, GenCos try to maximise their returns and reliability of the system is not their objective. Therefore, maximising only the GenCo's return, decrease the weekly reserve of the system. Fig. 8 shows the share of 24th generation unit in providing system reserve for Case II. Total number of generation units under maintenance service for each week in this case is shown in Fig. 6 . As shown in this figure, in week 11, the maximum number of generation units are in maintenance period, which is because of low electricity price in this week. Total power of generation units under maintenance service for the mentioned cases is shown in Fig. 7 . It is worth noting that in the maintenance period, generation units have not any participation in the power supply. Generally, it can be concluded that maximising the return of generation units decrease the weekly reserve of the system.
Case III: multi-objective optimisation:
In this case, the global criterion method has been adapted to deal with the problem of MO-GMS which considers the objectives of both GenCo and ISO, simultaneously. In order to find the best compromise solution for maintenance mechanism of the studied test system, the mentioned compromise function is adapted for problem optimisation. Due to the obtained results in the previous cases, the objective function of the multi-objective optimisation problem can be written as follows: The multi-objective optimisation gives the compromise solution that considers the viewpoint of both GenCo and ISO. In this way, the results obtained for this case are equal to 23.70% for minimum system reserve and $417,210,574.07 for the GenCos' annual return. According to Fig. 4 , which shows the system reserve for this case and the other two cases, the minimum reserve of the system in this case is in week 37. The weekly scheduling of 24th generation unit in providing weekly reserve of the system is depicted in Fig. 9 . Also, as presented in Fig. 6 , in week 38, the most of generation units are in a maintenance period because of low electricity price. Furthermore, the total power of generation units in providing system reserve is depicted in Fig. 7 .
Finally, GenCos' annual return for different cases is presented in Fig. 10 . As it is observed in this figure, the annual return of generation units is changed based on the objective of the decision maker. The maintenance optimal scheduling for each generation unit for different cases is presented in Table 2 . As seen, maintenance time intervals for each generation unit are different in each case. Also, the weekly optimal scheduling related to generation units which are under maintenance service for different cases is provided in Table 3 . As seen, in some weeks, the generation units are not under maintenance service, this is due to higher electricity price compared to other weeks.
As it is aforementioned, for the sake of comparison, the obtained results for the three cases are depicted together in Figs. 4, 6, 7 and 10. As shown in Fig. 4 , considering only the GenCo's objective leads to the noticeable decrease in system reserve. However, in compromise solution, the objectives of both GenCo and ISO are considered. This implies the fact that the results of the compromise solution are more effective which satisfies both sides of the GMS decision-making problem. Thus, a compromise solution will be a better choice. Also, when the problem is optimised from the viewpoint of ISO, GenCos' annual return is lower than those of Case II. Finally, the obtained results in the three cases in order to validate the proposed MO-GMS model are compared with those obtained by powerful optimisation techniques: ABC, GA, PSO and IPSO and are summarised in Table 4 . As it can be seen, the obtained results using GAMS, ABC, GA PSO, and IPSO approaches are found pretty close which proves the efficiency of the proposed model. 
IEEE 118-bus system
To verify the efficacy of the proposed model on larger systems, the model is applied to the IEEE 118-bus test system. The data of this system can be found in [43] . Table 5 shows the data of generation units.
The weekly load profile and weekly electricity price vary with patterns which are given in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. Similar to the previous test system, the proposed MO-GMS model is examined in three cases.
Case I: system reserve maximisation:
This case is examined to only maximise the ISO objective. Fig. 13 shows the weekly reserve over the year with the minimum reserve of 35.40%, which is in week 33. The annual return of GenCos is $3,783,169.23. The other weeks possess more reliability and less load outage probability due to the greater system reserve. Fig. 14 illustrates the total weekly number for units that are out of service. As seen, during weeks 21-22, none of the units are under maintenance service. In Fig. 15 , the total power of generation units under maintenance service is shown.
Case II: GenCo's return maximisation:
In this case, only the GenCo's annual return is maximised. Fig. 13 shows the weekly reserve over the year with the minimum reserve of 15.85%, which is in week 40. For this case, the annual return of GenCos is $3,922,054.81.
Similar to the 24-bus system, it is found that the system reserve in comparison to Case I is decreased. This is because of only consideration of GenCo's return. Fig. 14 shows the total number of generation units under maintenance service. As it is observed, the maximum number of generation units in a maintenance period belongs to the week's l and 40. This is due to their lower energy price than the other weeks. The total power of generation units under maintenance service is shown in Fig. 15 . This case illustrates that, as in the IEEE 24-bus system, maximising the return of GenCo, decreases the weekly reserve of the system.
Case III: multi-objective optimisation:
The formulation presented in Section 3.1 is used to solve the proposed MO-GMS model, taking the objectives of both GenCo and ISO into consideration, simultaneously.
Due to the obtained results in the previous cases, the objective function of the multi-objective optimisation problem can be written as follows: A compromise solution is achieved for MO-GMS model, in which the GenCos' annual return is equal to $3,851,305.27 and the minimum system reserve is equal to 24.39%. The system reserve for this case is displayed in Fig. 13 , too. As it is observed in the figure, the minimum reserve of the system is in week 40. The maximum number of generation units in a maintenance period belongs to this week as shown in Fig. 14 . The total power of generation units under maintenance service for this case is shown in Fig. 15 . It can be concluded that the results of the compromise solution are more effective in comparison to other cases. This is mainly due to the consideration of both GenCo and ISO perspectives. Thus, as in IEEE 24-bus system, a compromise solution will be a better choice.
In addition, the performance of the proposed MO-GMS model is fully evaluated by comparing with ABC, GA, PSO, and IPSO algorithms which results are summarised in Table 6 . As it is observed, the obtained results by these approaches are very close together which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model on larger systems.
Conclusion
In this paper, an approach based on the global criterion method was proposed for the MO-GMS problem to find the best compromise solution. The proposed MO-GMS model offered a decision-making tool for both ISO and GenCo to optimally determine their own strategies when they want to make the GMS decision. This approach obtained the best borderline solution for maintenance scheduling of generation units. The proposed GMS model was investigated on the IEEE 24-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems in different cases, in which the different equality and inequality constraints were considered. The following conclusion can be drawn: i. Considering only the objective of ISO, decreases the objective of GenCo which is yearly return and otherwise. ii. The weeks with lower electricity price are the best weeks for maintenance of generation units. iii. Considering the perspectives of both ISO and GenCo in a multi-objective model, gives the optimised results that satisfy both economic and operational viewpoint of the system. iv. Superiority of the proposed multi-objective model for GMS problem was shown by comparing the obtained results by GAMS and those obtained by heuristic optimisation algorithms including ABC, GA, PSO, and IPSO. 
